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GABAergic signaling in the amygdala controls
learned fear, and its dysfunction potentially contrib-
utes to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). We
find that sub-threshold fear conditioning leads
to dopamine receptor D4-dependent long-term
depression (LTD) of glutamatergic excitatory synap-
ses by increasing inhibitory inputs onto neurons of
the dorsal intercalated cell mass (ITC) in the amyg-
dala. Pharmacological, genetic, and optogenetic
manipulations of the amygdala regions centered on
the dorsal ITC reveal that this LTD limits less salient
experiences from forming persistent memories. In
further support of the idea that LTD has preventive
and discriminative roles, we find that LTD at the dor-
sal ITC is impaired in mice exhibiting PTSD-like
behaviors. These findings reveal a novel role of inhib-
itory circuits in the amygdala, which serves to
dampen and restrict the level of fear expression.
This mechanism is interfered with by stimuli that
give rise to PTSD and may also be recruited for
fear-related psychiatric diseases.
INTRODUCTION
The amygdala is a brain region critical for acquisition and expres-
sion of conditioned fear whereby a neutral conditioned stimulus
(CS) becomes associated with a noxious unconditioned stimulus
(US) (Rogan et al., 1997). Among several nuclei that constitute
the amygdala complex, it is the lateral nucleus (LA) that receives
sensory inputs during fear conditioning, and after being associ-
ated in the LA, the signals are transmitted to the central nucleus
(CeA) either directly or via the basal nucleus (Ehrlich et al., 2009;
Palomares-Castillo et al., 2012; Pare and Duvarci, 2012; Lee
et al., 2013). The intercalated cell masses (ITCs), which are situ-378 Neuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.ated between the amygdala nuclei encompassing the dorsal,
ventral, and lateral clusters, appear to play a regulatory role in
fear-related behavior by controlling the signal transfer between
those amygdala nuclei. Thus, saponin-mediated lesions of
ITCs or pharmacological inhibition of basolateral amygdala
(BLA) inputs to ITCs interferes with extinction of fear memory
(Likhtik et al., 2008; Ju¨ngling et al., 2008). Although extinction
of fear memory strengthens the excitatory inputs from the BLA
to the ventral ITC (Amano et al., 2010), it remains unclear whether
synaptic plasticity arising at the dorsal ITC can modulate fear
acquisition and expression.
The dorsal ITC residing between the LA and CeA receives glu-
tamatergic inputs from LA as well as from cortical regions, and it
provides GABAergic inhibitory outputs to the lateral sector of the
CeA and the ventral ITC (Ehrlich et al., 2009). By contrast, the
ventral ITC receives its major inputs from the basal nucleus of
the amygdala and sends projections to the medial sector of
the CeA (Pare and Duvarci, 2012). The differences in connectivity
of individual ITCs suggest that each ITC can play distinct roles in
the regulation of fear behavior. Indeed, it has been proposed that
the dorsal ITC regulates fear expression while the ventral ITC
controls fear extinction (Busti et al., 2011; Duvarci and Pare,
2014). This raises the possibility that synaptic plasticity in the
dorsal ITC could modify fear-related signaling from the LA to
the CeA and the ensuing behavior and that deficits in the plastic
capabilities of the dorsal ITC could potentially contribute to fear-
related psychiatric diseases such as posttraumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD).
By modulating the activity of amygdala neurons, dopami-
nergic neurons can control the expression of fear memory
(Fadok et al., 2009; de la Mora et al., 2010). Consistent with
this notion, a subset of dopaminergic neurons is robustly acti-
vated on the presentation of aversive stimuli, and their firing rates
positively correlate with the intensity or salience of the stimulus
(Wang and Tsien, 2011). Dopamine (DA) gates synaptic plasticity
in the amygdala and ultimately controls acquisition of fear
memory by reducing feed-forward inhibition to LA projection
neurons bymeans of DA-mediated increases in disynaptic inhib-
itory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) in the local interneurons
(Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002; Bissie`re et al., 2003). As with the
local interneurons within the BLA, the output of ITCs also can be
regulated by DA (Marowsky et al., 2005). Although the dorsal ITC
receives potent dopaminergic inputs (Fuxe et al., 2003), the DA-
dependent long-term synaptic plasticity in the dorsal ITC circuit
has not been explored.
We therefore assessed synaptic plasticity at the dorsal ITC
using the stimulation protocol for spike-timing-dependent plas-
ticity (STDP) (Shin et al., 2006). STDP stimulation induces long-
term depression (LTD) in the LA-dorsal ITC pathway after weak
fear conditioning, but not after strong fear conditioning. Induc-
tion of LTD at the dorsal ITC depends upon activation of
dopamine receptor subtype 4 (D4R) and the concomitant
enhancement in GABA release from neighboring ITC neurons.
Importantly, selective blockade or depletion of D4R at the region
of amygdala centered on the dorsal ITC or optogenetic manipu-
lation that reverses the LTD in the LA-dorsal ITC pathway in vitro
resulted in heightened freezing behavior in mice, supporting the
critical roles of D4R-dependent LTD in limiting the expression of
fear. Finally, we explored LTD in the context of a mouse model of
PTSD (Kaouane et al., 2012) and discovered impairment of LTD
at the dorsal ITC.
Our findings indicate that synaptic plasticity at the dorsal ITC
serves to actively limit the expression of learned fear and that
its impairment may contribute to pathophysiology of PTSD.
These data provide new insights into functional roles of a specific
inhibitory circuit in the amygdala, which serves to demarcate the
range of emotional stimuli that can be retained as long-term
memory.
RESULTS
LTD Induction in the Dorsal ITC Synapses after Weak
Fear Conditioning
The dorsal ITC receives glutamatergic inputs from the LA and the
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), which adjust fear responses
(Cho et al., 2013; Duvarci and Pare, 2014). We have identified
the dorsal ITC neurons spatially and morphologically (Figure 1A;
Marowsky et al., 2005). To assess synaptic properties in the LA-
dorsal ITC pathway and other neuronal features, we obtained
whole-cell patch recordings of excitatory postsynaptic poten-
tials (EPSPs) while stimulating LA (Figure 1B; Table S1). We
induced STDP by applying 80 pairs of presynaptic stimulations
and postsynaptic action potentials with various time intervals
from EPSP initiation (Shin et al., 2006). Interestingly, long-term
potentiation (LTP) arose at +4- and +6-ms interval delays in the
presence of the GABAA receptor antagonist picrotoxin, but not
in the absence of picrotoxin (Figure S1A). These data suggest
that GABAergic transmission tightly regulates STDP in the dorsal
ITC neurons as in the BLA neurons (Rodrı´guezManzanares et al.,
2005; Makkar et al., 2010).
To analyze the behavioral and physiological consequences of
different fear-conditioning protocols, we carried out Pavlovian
fear conditioning by pairing a tone with either a sub-threshold
(0.4 mA for 0.5 s, weak fear conditioning) or a supra-threshold
US (0.8 mA for 0.5 s, strong fear conditioning). Weak fear condi-
tioning resulted in reduced levels of freezing at 24 hr after acqui-
sition, which further decayed over the course of several days,comparable to those of the unpaired CS-US or the tone-only
control groups (Figure S1B). In contrast, strong fear conditioning
led to significantly greater levels of freezing that remained
elevated throughout the same time period (Figure S1B). Thus,
the weak fear conditioning seems to entail less-salient experi-
ence that could not be retained as long-lasting memory. Impor-
tantly, LTD was induced in the dorsal ITC neurons by the same
STDP protocol in the absence of picrotoxin (+6-ms interval at
which GABAergic regulation was maximally effective for the in-
duction of synaptic plasticity; Figure S1A) in the amygdala slices
prepared 24 hr after weak fear conditioning (Figure 1C). How-
ever, we failed to detect any significant synaptic plasticity in
slices from the animals that had undergone either strong fear
conditioning or no training (naive) (Figure 1C).
Although we elicited the synaptic responses in the dorsal ITC
neurons by stimulation of LA, the possible existence of en
passant synapses projecting from the mPFC might have
obscured which pathway expressed LTD. To further assess syn-
aptic plasticity in distinct pathways, we infused adeno-associ-
ated virus (AAV) encoding channelrhodopsin-2 and enhanced
yellow fluorescence protein (eYFP) (rAAV5-CamKIIa-hChR2-
eYFP) into the LA or mPFC and then validated ChR2 expression
with least retrograde infection (Figures 1D and S1C–S1E). After
the monosynaptic nature of optogenetically induced EPSPs
was verified (Figure S1F), we applied STDP-like optical stimuli.
LTD was readily induced by the repeated pairing of light-elicited
EPSPs and action potentials after weak fear conditioning when
rAAV5-CamKIIa-hChR2-eYFP was infused into LA, but not
when it was infused into the mPFC (Figures 1E, S1G, and
S1H). The optical STDP also produced no synaptic plasticity in
the amygdala slices prepared from naive animals or animals
that underwent strong fear conditioning (Figure 1E). Therefore,
LTD was induced at the synaptic connections from the LA to
the dorsal ITC after weak fear conditioning.
Increased Inhibition to Dorsal ITC Neurons after Weak
Fear Conditioning
We monitored basal synaptic transmission and found that mini-
ature IPSCs (mIPSCs) significantly increased after weak fear
conditioning (Figures 2A and S2A), whereas no significant
change in miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) was observed despite
apparent reduction of excitatory transmission (Figures 2B and
S2B). We also evoked disynaptic inhibitory postsynaptic poten-
tials (IPSPs) in dorsal ITC neurons, because they receive
GABAergic inputs from neighboring ITC neurons and glutama-
tergic inputs from the LA (Geracitano et al., 2007; Busti et al.,
2011). We observed biphasic PSPs, which consist of fast
EPSP and slow IPSP, evoked by LA stimulation and confirmed
the disynaptic nature by applying DNQX, an antagonist
for a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid
(AMPA) and kainate receptors (Figure 2C). The input-output
curves revealed that the inhibitory drives to the dorsal ITC
neurons significantly increased after weak fear conditioning
compared with those in other groups (Figure 2D). Thus,
GABAergic inputs onto the dorsal ITC neurons might become
enhanced by weak fear conditioning and thereby may contribute
to the induction of LTD by shunting inhibition (Nishiyama et al.,
2010; Talathi et al., 2010). To examine whether neuronal activityNeuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 379
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Figure 1. Synaptic Plasticity of the Dorsal
ITC Synapses Controlled by Fear Con-
ditioning
(A) Representative images of a neuron that was
recorded and labeled with neurobiotin. Left: a
merged image of neurobiotin (red) and DAPI
staining (blue). The dorsal ITC (ITCd), basal
amygdala (BA), and CeA are outlined with white
dotted lines. Scale bar, 100 mm. Right: a magnified
fluorescence image. Scale bar, 50 mm.
(B) A schematic diagram showing the recording
configuration. A whole-cell patch clamp was
placed on the dorsal ITC neurons while a stimu-
lating electrode was placed on the LA. LA, ITCd,
BA, and CeA, as well as the placement of elec-
trodes, are indicated on a differential interference
contrast image. Scale bar, 200 mm.
(C) Synaptic plasticity was assessed with an
application of the STDP protocol (+6 ms interval
delay) 24 hr after fear conditioning using either
sub-threshold (0.4 mA, weak fear conditioning) or
supra-threshold US (0.8 mA, strong fear condi-
tioning). The STDP stimulation (a vertical black
arrow) induced LTD when sub-threshold US (weak
fear conditioning, 60.11% ± 8.91%, N = 6, n = 8,
p < 0.001, Wilcoxon test) was used for fear condi-
tioning but yielded no significant synaptic plasticity
when the animals underwent fear conditioning with
supra-threshold US (strong fear conditioning,
115.57% ± 11.06%, N = 6, n = 7, p > 0.1, Wilcoxon
test) or none (naive, 95.44%± 8.87%, N = 6, n = 10,
p > 0.1, Wilcoxon test). Inserts: representative
traces with color-matched time points.
(D) A schematic diagram of optogenetic examina-
tion of the pathway exhibiting LTD (left). The
expression of ChR2 was verified with eYFP (green)
mainly in the LA area (right). Scale bar, 100 mm.
(E) Synaptic plasticity in the LA-dorsal ITC pathway
was assessed with STDP-like light illumination
(a vertical blue arrow) 24 hr after weak fear conditioning (61.95% ± 15.56%, N = 4, n = 5, p < 0.001, Wilcoxon test) or strong fear conditioning (96.95% ± 7.68%,
N = 4, n = 4, p > 0.1, Wilcoxon test). Naive animals were also tested (97.45% ± 10.00%, p > 0.1, N = 3, n = 4, p > 0.1, Wilcoxon test). Inserts: representative traces
with color-matched time points.
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S1 and Table S1.of the dorsal ITC could be upregulated, we attempted to analyze
the spontaneous activity in vivo before and after weak fear con-
ditioning. To this end, we carefully defined the dorsal ITC
neurons with their responses to electrical stimulation of the infra-
limbic regions of the mPFC of live animals and then confirmed
the recording sites within the dorsal ITC through postmortem
examination (Figures S2C–S2E; Amir et al., 2011). However,
we failed to detect significant changes in single-unit activity of
those identified ITC neurons (Figures S2F and S2G), suggesting
that neuronal activity of the dorsal ITC itself was not significantly
affected by weak fear conditioning.
DA-Dependent LTD by Activation of D4R
Consistent with previous reports (Fuxe et al., 2003; de la Mora
et al., 2010), our immunohistochemistry data revealed that the
dorsal ITC possessed axonal processes intensely labeled with
tyrosine hydroxylase, a marker of dopaminergic neurons (Fig-
ure S3A). To address possible roles of DA in the dorsal ITC neu-
rons, we analyzed their intrinsic properties in the presence of DA380 Neuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.(30 mM). Although it was previously reported that DA itself could
alter intrinsic features of ITC neurons (Marowsky et al., 2005), we
detected only negligible changes in the resting membrane po-
tentials (RMPs) and excitability before and after DA application
(Figures S3B and S3C). The cause for this discrepancy is un-
clear, but it might be due to age differences of recordings of
postnatal day 17 (P17) (Marowsky et al., 2005) versus P56 cells,
the different availability of spontaneous GABAergic synaptic
transmission, or the further decreased RMPs (approximately
85 mV) in our study. While bath application of DA alone did
not alter synaptic transmission (Figure S3D), LTD was readily
induced by the STDP protocol in the presence of DA (30 mM)
(Figures 3A, S3E, and S3F). To specify the pathway expressing
DA-dependent LTD (DA-LTD), we infused rAAV5-CamKIIa-
hChR2-eYFP into LA and then were able to induce DA-LTD
with photostimulation (Figure 3B). These results support the
idea that DA enables the synapses between the LA and dorsal
ITC to undergo LTD, which is similar to what we had observed
with LTD after weak fear conditioning.
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D
B Figure 2. Enhanced Inhibition to the Dorsal
ITC Neurons after Weak Fear Conditioning
(A) Both mIPSC amplitude (naive, 21.09 ± 1.75 pA,
N = 6, n = 30; after fear conditioning, 25.39 ±
1.77 pA, N = 7, n = 27) and frequency (naive, 0.4 ±
0.05 Hz, N = 6, n = 30; after fear conditioning,
0.63 ± 0.07 Hz, N = 7, n = 27) significantly
increased 24 hr after weak fear conditioning
(*p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test).
(B) Neither mEPSC amplitude (naive, 14.57 ±
0.57 pA, N = 6, n = 24; after fear conditioning,
14.96 ± 0.58 pA, N = 4, n = 30) nor frequency (naive,
9.84 ± 0.86 Hz, N = 6, n = 24; after fear condi-
tioning, 8.44 ± 0.48 Hz, N = 4, n = 30) was affected
by weak fear conditioning (p > 0.1, Mann-Whitney
U test).
(C) Biphasic PSPs were evoked by stimulation of
the LA. Both EPSPs and IPSPs were blocked with
DNQX (left), while only IPSPs were blocked with
picrotoxin (right).
(D) The input-output curves constructed for di-
synaptic IPSPs show significantly higher feed-
forward inhibition after weak fear conditioning,
compared to IPSPs after strong fear conditioning
or none (naive, N = 6, n = 16; weak fear condi-
tioning, N = 8, n = 13; strong fear conditioning,
N = 8, n = 10, *p < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis H test
followed by Mann-Whitney U test).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also
Figure S2.To identify which subtype of DA receptors plays a dominant
role in the induction of DA-LTD, we blocked individual DA recep-
tors with various antagonists in optimal concentrations selective
for each receptor (Kwon et al., 2008). Only a D4R-specific antag-
onist (L-745870) abolished DA-LTD, whereas antagonists of
D1/5R (SCH-23390), D2R (L-741626), or D3R (GR-103691) did
not affect DA-LTD (Figure 3C). Consistent with the antagonist
data, activation of D4Rwith PD-168077 allowed for the induction
of LTD at the dorsal ITC as effectively as DA did, but the agonists
for D1/5R (SKF-38393), D2R (quinpirole), or D3R (PD-128907)
did not (Figure 3D). To exclude possible cross-reactivity of the
pharmacological manipulation, we took advantage of a genetic
model deficient in D4R. In D4R knockout (KO) mice, the same
STDP protocol could not induce LTD despite the presence of
DA (Figure 3E). Importantly, L-745870 also interfered with the in-
duction of LTD that had been normally induced after weak fear
conditioning in wild-type (WT) mice, supporting the involvement
of D4R (Figure 3F). Taken together, D4R is a major subtype of
DA receptors required for the induction of DA-LTD, and its acti-
vation is likely to permit LTD in the dorsal ITC after weak fear
conditioning.
D4R is expressed throughout brain regions including the
amygdala (Oak et al., 2000), and the polymorphisms are impli-
cated in various psychiatric disorders (Lo´pez Leo´n et al., 2005;
Shaw et al., 2007). Indeed, our immunohistochemistry revealed
the presence of D4R in the dorsal ITC as well as other amygdala
nuclei (Figures S3G and S3H). We also used structured illumina-
tion microscopy (SIM) over the dorsal ITC neurons to resolve co-
localization of D4R with either synaptophysin, a marker for
synaptic vesicles, or gephyrin, a marker for GABAergic postsyn-aptic density. This superresolution imaging indicated that D4R
exhibited higher co-localization with synaptophysin than with
gephyrin (Figures S3I–S3K). To analyze the subcellular localiza-
tion of D4R, we performed post-embedding immuno-gold trans-
mission electron microscopy. We detected D4R-bound gold
particles in axon terminals of symmetric inhibitory synapses
that were labeled with GAD67 and contacting the somas (Fig-
ure 3G). In contrast, no D4R immunoreactivity was observed in
GAD67-containing presynaptic terminals of D4R KO mice (Fig-
ure 3H), as expected. Therefore, D4R appears to be present in
the dorsal ITC synapses and predominantly distributed in
GABAergic presynaptic terminals.
Feed-Forward Inhibition in the Dorsal ITC Leads to
DA-LTD
To elucidate the mechanistic bases of DA-LTD, we monitored
basal transmission of the dorsal ITC synapses. After the induc-
tion of DA-LTD, mIPSC frequency significantly increased,
whereasmEPSCswere unaffected (Figures 4A and 4B). Interest-
ingly, cumulative probability plots of mIPSCs revealed that both
frequency and amplitude increased after DA-LTD, but those of
mEPSCs did not change (Figures S4A and S4B). We also de-
tected significant increases in disynaptic IPSPs after DA-LTD in-
duction (Figure 4C), indicating enhanced feed-forward inhibition
presumably from the neighboring dorsal ITC neurons (Geraci-
tano et al., 2007). To corroborate an increase in GABAergic
transmission within the dorsal ITC, we recorded postsynaptic
currents (PSCs) from single ITC neurons while interleaving stim-
ulation of LA or dorsal ITC areas (every 5 s) (Figure 4D). Due to the
small size of the dorsal ITC, monosynaptic IPSCs were evokedNeuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 381
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B Figure 3. D4R-Dependent LTD in the Dorsal
ITC Synapses
(A) DA treatment (a green bar) during STDP stim-
ulation (a vertical black arrow) resulted in LTD at
the dorsal ITC (65.79% ± 9.39%, N = 6, n = 10, p <
0.001, Wilcoxon test). Inserts: representative
traces with color-matched time points.
(B) After rAAV5-CamKIIa-hChR2-eYFP was
infused into LA, LTD was induced by repeated light
illumination (a vertical blue arrow) in the presence
of DA (a green bar) (68.52% ± 13.57%, N = 6, n = 7,
p < 0.001, Wilcoxon test). Inserts: representative
traces with color-matched time points (left) and a
schematic diagram (right).
(C) DA-LTD was assessed using subtype-specific
DA receptor antagonists (30 mM DA, 68.56% ±
10.47%, N = 6, n = 7; DA + 5 mM SCH-23390,
60.07% ± 16.41%, N = 5, n = 5; DA + 200 nM
L-741626, 68.92% ± 14.47%, N = 4, n = 6; DA +
50 nM GR-103691, 67.34% ± 7.46%, N = 4, n = 6;
DA + 50 nM L-745870, 118.94% ± 12.07%, N = 6,
n = 8. **p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis H test followed by
Mann-Whitney U test).
(D) DA-LTD was assessed using subtype-specific
DA receptor agonists (30 mM DA, 67.37 ± 9.46%,
N = 6, n = 6; 10 mM SKF-38393, 101.74% ±
12.64%, N = 4, n = 5; 100 nM quinpirole,
106.61% ± 18.62%, N = 5, n = 7; 200 nM PD-
128907, 101.74% ± 8.96%, N = 5, n = 6; 200 nM
PD-168077, 63.47% ± 12.28%, N = 7, n = 10. **p <
0.01, Kruskal-Wallis H test followed by Mann-
Whitney U test).
(E) DA-LTD was not induced in D4R KO mice (D4R
KO, 115.26% ± 15.38%, N = 4, n = 7, p > 0.1; WT,
68.52% ± 13.57%, N = 5, n = 6, p < 0.001, Wil-
coxon test). Insert: representative trace with color-
matched time points. Duration of DA treatment is
depicted with a green bar and the application of
STDP protocol is denoted with a vertical black
arrow.
(F) While LTD was readily induced after weak fear
conditioning (without D4R antagonist, 60.11% ±
8.91%, N = 5, n = 7, p < 0.001, Wilcoxon test), D4R
antagonist (50 mM L-745870, a blue bar) precluded
LTD induction (with D4R antagonist, 99.98% ±
12.56%, N = 6, n = 7. p > 0.1, Wilcoxon test). The
application of STDP protocol is denoted with a
vertical black arrow. Inserts: representative traces
with color-matched time points.
(G) Immuno-electron microscopic images showing
the subcellular localization of D4R and GAD67 at
the dorsal ITC of WT mice. The area outlined with a red box (left) is magnified to delineate a presynaptic terminal (right). Arrows and arrowheads denote D4R-
immunogold particle (12 nm) and GAD67-immunogold particles (6 nm), respectively. Scale bars represent 500 nm (left) and 200 nm (right).
(H) Immuno-electron microscopic images of D4R KO mice. The area outlined with a red box (left) is magnified to delineate a presynaptic terminal (right). We
detected no large gold particles for D4R, but only GAD67 (+) particles (6 nm). Scale bars represent 500 nm (left) and 200 nm (right).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S3.with glass electrodes, whereas EPSCs were evoked by stimu-
lating the LA with standard metal electrodes. Notably, the
latencies of postsynaptic currents evoked by stimulation of
both the LA (2.78 ± 0.19 ms) and the dorsal ITC (3.76 ±
0.17 ms) were consistent with latencies of previously reported
monosynaptic currents (Cho et al., 2013; Felix-Ortiz et al.,
2013). Once DA-LTDwas induced, IPSCswere potentiated while
EPSCs were depressed (Figure 4E). Presynaptic neurotrans-382 Neuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.mitter release can be represented by the quantal content propor-
tional to the inverse square of the coefficient of variation (1/CV2)
of evoked responses (Malinow and Tsien, 1990). Consistent with
the enhanced presynaptic release of GABA, 1/CV2 increased for
IPSCs, but not for EPSCs (Figure S4C).
After synaptically coupled ITC neurons were identified with
action potentials elicited by current injection and resultant out-
ward IPSCs, we analyzed the unitary IPSCs (uIPSCs) by paired
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Figure 4. Feed-Forward Inhibition In-
creased by DA-LTD
(A) mIPSC frequency (without STDP, 0.41 ±
0.06 Hz; +10 min after STDP, N = 6, n = 24, 0.61 ±
0.11 Hz, N = 6, n = 27, *p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney
U test), but not amplitude (amplitude: without
STDP, 21.08 ± 1.75 pA, N = 6, n = 24; +10 min after
STDP, 23.62 ± 2.6 pA, N = 6, n = 27, p > 0.1, Mann-
Whitney U test), increased upon the induction of
DA-LTD.
(B) DA-LTD did not affect mEPSC amplitude
(without STDP, 14.15 ± 1.18 pA, N = 6,
n = 14; +10 min after STDP, 12.12 ± 0.78 pA, N = 6,
n = 18) or frequency (frequency: without STDP,
3.11 ± 0.50 Hz, N = 6, n = 14; +10 min after STDP,
2.69 ± 0.21 Hz, N = 6, n = 18, p > 0.1 for all, Mann-
Whitney U test).
(C) Disynaptic IPSPs increased concomitantly to
the induction of DA-LTD relative to its own baseline
at 10 min (N = 5, n = 14, p < 0.001, repeated-
measures ANOVA; +10min, 134.4% ± 4.4%, ***p <
0.001; +30 min, 115.4% ± 3.9%, **p < 0.01, post
hoc Bonferroni test).
(D) Synaptic responses from the dorsal ITC neu-
rons obtained by interleaved stimulation of LA and
the dorsal ITC. A schematic diagram depicting
positions of electrodes (left) and a timeline of each
stimulus for PSC recordings (right).
(E) When DA-LTD was induced, IPSCs were
significantly potentiated, but EPSCs were
depressed (ITC stimulation, 127.95% ± 12.5%; LA
stimulation, 66.80% ± 6.65%; N = 3, n = 6, p < 0.01
for both PSCs, Wilcoxon test). Duration of DA
treatment is depicted with a green bar and the
application of STDP protocol is denoted with a
vertical black arrow. Inserts: representative traces
with color-matched time points.
(F) A schematic diagram of a paired whole-cell
recording (left). Sample traces of single action
potentials (APs) given to a presynaptic neuron and
the elicited unitary IPSCs (uIPSCs) at the post-
synaptic cell recorded at the holding potential
of 40 mV (right: red, average traces; black, indi-
vidual traces). Note that the STDP stimulation was
applied by injecting current to postsynaptic neu-
rons, but not presynaptic neurons, while stimu-
lating the LA.
(G) uIPSCs from postsynaptic neurons were
significantly increased after the induction of D4R-
dependent LTD, compared with the corresponding baselines (PD-168077 (), 100.98% ± 3.58%, N = 3, n = 5; PD-168077 (+), 118.28% ± 3.35%, N = 4, n = 12,
**p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis H test followed by Mann-Whitney U test). During the induction of D4R-dependent LTD, GDPbS was included in recording pipettes for
the dorsal ITC neurons (GDPbS in pre, 98.7% ± 1.96%, N = 5, n = 15, p > 0.05; GDPbS in post, 113.28% ± 1.27%, N = 6, n = 17, **p < 0.01; Kruskal-Wallis H test
followed by Mann-Whitney U test, relative to the PD-168077 () group).
(H) Correlation of normalized uIPSCs and the magnitude of DA-LTD (N = 11, n = 32, r2 = 0.6192, **p < 0.01, Pearson’s correlation coefficient).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S4.recording (Figure 4F). The amplitude of uIPSCs markedly
increased when LTD was induced by injecting currents to the
postsynaptic ITC neurons while stimulating the LA in the pres-
ence of PD-168077 (Figure 4G). Notably, the increase in the
amplitude of uIPSCs was positively correlated with LTD magni-
tude, consistent with the causal role of GABA release for LTD
(Figure 4H). Since D4R was enriched at presynaptic sites
(Figure 3G), we asked: does the increment of GABA release
resulting from activation of presynaptic D4R contribute toLTD? To address this question, we selectively included GDPbS,
an antagonist of G protein signaling in either presynaptic or
postsynaptic ITC neurons. GDPbS blocked an LTD-induced
increment of uIPSC amplitude when infused into the pre-
synaptic ITC neurons, but not when infused into the postsyn-
aptic ITC neurons (Figure 4G). Collectively, DA-LTD arose
from the potentiation of GABAergic transmission in intrinsic
circuits of the dorsal ITC, most likely by activation of presynap-
tic D4R.Neuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 383
AC D
B Figure 5. Freezing Behavior Regulated by
D4R Activity in Dorsal ITC Neurons
(A) An experimental scheme (top) and a timeline
(bottom) for a D4R antagonist infusion and behav-
ioral tests. Freezing behavior was assessed after
weak fear conditioning when either L-745870 or
vehicle was infused to the region centered around
the dorsal ITC areas bilaterally.
(B) Following drug infusion through cannulae, we
measured freezing levels during fear acquisition
(left) and tested fear recall 24 hr after weak fear
conditioning (right) (vehicle, 31.25%± 7.56%, N = 8;
L-745870, 74.55% ± 8.10%, N = 9, **p < 0.01,
Mann-Whitney U test).
(C) The schematic sequence of cKD-eYFP-shD4R
(top) and a timeline for virus infusion and behavioral
tests (bottom) are depicted. The Cre-dependent
inversion resulted in simultaneous expression of
eYFP and shRNA for D4R in the dorsal ITC of Dlx5/
6-Cre (+) mice. Freezing behavior was assessed
after weak fear conditioning when D4R was
depleted in the region centered around the dorsal
ITC area.
(D) We measured freezing levels during fear acqui-
sition (left) and tested fear recall 24 hr after weak
fear conditioning (right: Dlx5/6-Cre (), 42.75% ±
4.26%, N = 7; Dlx5/6-Cre (+), 72.47% ± 5.66%,
N = 9, **p < 0.01, Mann-Whitney U test).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Fig-
ure S5 and Supplemental Experimental Procedures.Blockade of D4R or Reversal of LTD Is Sufficient to
Increase the Expression of Fear
If DA-LTD at the dorsal ITC is a synaptic mechanism that regu-
lates neural circuits conveying fear memory, manipulation of
D4R activity or synaptic plasticity at the dorsal ITC should affect
fear memory. To test this hypothesis, we first examined the
behavioral consequences of DA-LTD by pharmacological inacti-
vation of D4R at the dorsal ITC. We injected either vehicle or
L-745870 bilaterally into the dorsal ITC areas (Figures S5A and
S5B) and then assessed acquisition and expression of fearmem-
ory (Figure 5A). Animals that received either vehicle or L-745870
displayed comparable freezing levels during acquisition, which
increased as the pairings of CS and US were repeatedly pre-
sented (Figure 5B). When assessed at 24 hr after weak fear con-
ditioning, L-745870-infused mice exhibited significantly higher
levels of freezing compared with vehicle-infused animals (Fig-
ure 5B), indicating the involvement of D4R activity for fear
expression.We next developed a newgeneticmethod to deplete
D4R in GABAergic neurons of the dorsal ITC. This viral vector en-
ables us to knock down a given gene with small hairpin RNA
(shRNA) and simultaneously identify those infected/knocked-
down neurons with expression of eYFP in a Cre-dependent
manner (Figures S5C and S5D; see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures for detailed information). We infused the AAV384 Neuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.containing shRNA for D4R (rAAV2-cKD-
eYFP-shD4R) into the dorsal ITC of Dlx5/
6-Cre () or Dlx5/6-Cre (+) mice express-
ing Cre at GABAergic neurons (Figures
5C and S5E–S5G). eYFP was expressedmainly in the dorsal ITC area (Figures S5G and S5H), and D4R
was markedly depleted in the dorsal ITC of Dlx5/6-Cre (+) mice
compared to that of Dlx5/6-Cre () controls (Figure S5I). Impor-
tantly, Dlx5/6-Cre (+) mice that received rAAV2-cKD-eYFP-
shD4R displayed higher levels of freezing than Dlx5/6-Cre ()
mice, whereas freezing levels during the acquisition of fear mem-
ory were indistinguishable (Figure 5D). Interestingly, WT andD4R
KO mice did not differ in fear expression to weak fear condition-
ing (data not shown), highlighting the importance of the dorsal
ITC circuits for controlling fear expression. The small size of
the dorsal ITC makes it difficult to be completely certain that
we localized the region-specific knockdown of D4R only to the
dorsal ITC. However, it should be noted that we employed
both pharmacological and genetic approaches for local manipu-
lation of D4R with the same results. Therefore, we provide evi-
dence that D4R in the dorsal ITC neurons could, at least in
part, be a functional prerequisite for limiting fear expression,
especially to less-salient experience, and thus might delineate
the integrity of fear memory.
If synaptic plasticity in the dorsal ITC circuit was faithfully
induced by the cues associated with weak fear conditioning,
fear recall by cue exposure prior to recordings would affect the
subsequent induction of LTD. Indeed, LTD was occluded when
CS-induced recall was given to the fear-conditioned mice
AC D
B Figure 6. Optogenetic Reversal of LTD
Leading to Heightened Expression of Fear
Memory
(A) Occlusion of LTD at the dorsal ITC by prior fear
recall. Acute brain slices were made 1 hr after the
cue-induced fear recall (102.37% ± 7.85%, N = 4,
n = 7, p > 0.1, Wilcoxon test). The application of
STDP protocol is denoted with a vertical black
arrow. Inserts: representative traces with color-
matched time points.
(B) Validation of reversal of DA-LTD by optogenetic
TBS-like stimulation. On the amygdala slices
prepared from the animals that received rAAV5-
CamKIIa-hChR2-eYFP, DA-LTD was induced
electrically and then examined with an application
of light illumination mimicking TBS. The opto-
genetic TBS (blue arrows) abrogated DA-LTD and
thereby restored strength of synaptic transmission
to the baseline levels (+10 min, 75.21% ± 9.69%,
p < 0.05; +40 min, 97.57% ± 17.06%; N = 4, n = 7,
p > 0.1; Wilcoxon test). Duration of DA treatment is
depicted with a green bar and the application of
STDP protocol is denoted with a vertical black
arrow. Inserts: representative traces with color-
matched time points.
(C) A schematic diagram for in vivo optogenetic
manipulation (top) and a timeline for behavioral
tests (bottom) are depicted. After recovery from the
implantation of optic fibers targeting right above
the dorsal ITC area, the animals underwent weak
fear conditioning, and then freezing levels to the same conditioned cue were measured before and after the optogenetic TBS.
(D) Optogenetic TBS onto the region centered on the dorsal ITC was sufficient to increase freezing levels in the animals that received rAAV5-CamKIIa-hChR2-
eYFP in the LA area (left: test I, 27.32% ± 7.87%; test II, 49.81% ± 12.64%, N = 5, *p < 0.05, Wilcoxon test), but not in control-virus-infused animals (right: test I,
29.52% ± 5.44%; test II, 28.70% ± 4.46%, N = 7, p > 0.1, Wilcoxon test).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S6.(Figure 6A). We surmised that fear expression could be altered if
LTD is reversed in the LA-dorsal ITC pathway. We sought to
optogenetically manipulate the LA-dorsal ITC pathway in order
to abrogate LTD that normally arose after weak fear conditioning.
In the amygdala slices from WT mice that received rAAV5-
CamKIIa-hChR2-eYFP in LA, DA-LTD was abrogated by
repeated light illumination mimicking theta burst stimulation
(TBS) (Figure 6B). It was shown that TBS induced N-methyl-D-
aspartic acid receptor (NMDAR)-dependent LTP in the LA-dorsal
ITC pathway (Huang et al., 2014). We explored how optical TBS
could affect DA-LTD and discovered that TBS-induced reversal
of LTD also depended on NMDAR activity using its antagonist,
2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV) (Figure S6A). With
optic fibers implanted at the top of the dorsal ITC, we applied
optogenetic TBS and detected increased activity of the dorsal
ITC neurons (Figures S6B–S6D). When the optogenetic TBS
was applied between fear recall tests (Figure 6C), rAAV5-
CamKIIa-hChR2-eYFP-infused mice displayed significant in-
creases in freezing levels to the conditioned cue in the second
recall test compared to those in the first test, whereas optoge-
netic TBS resulted in no behavioral changes in rAAV5-CamKIIa-
eYFP-infused mice (Figure 6D). Although our ex vivo recordings
did not allow us to precisely determine how much the given fear
recall could depress the strength of the dorsal ITC synapses,
LTD at the dorsal ITC would be a critical cellular substrate that
can limit learned fear.Impaired LTD at the Dorsal ITC in a PTSD-like Animal
Model
Since both D4R blockade and reversal of LTD resulted in
increased levels of fear expression, LTD could be affected in
the dorsal ITC of PTSDmodels. While most of the animal models
for PTSD have been produced by exposure to a variety of
stresses (Pitman et al., 2012), PTSD models can also be pro-
duced by administration of glucocorticoids (Kaouane et al.,
2012). The PTSD-like impairment of fear memory could be repre-
sented with enhanced fear responses as well as incapability to
discriminate between threat- and safeness-predicting stimuli
(Kaouane et al., 2012). When we injected corticosterone
(CORT; 5 mg/kg), a predominant form of glucocorticoid, into
mice that underwent weak fear conditioning, PTSD-like impair-
ment in fear memory was obviously observed; 24 hr after weak
fear conditioning, the conditioned cue resulted in higher freezing
levels in CORT-injected mice than in vehicle-injected animals,
regardless of pairing the sub-threshold US with either the audi-
tory cue or context (Figure 7A). Importantly, the context also
increased freezing levels in CORT-injected mice although they
underwent only cue conditioning (Figure 7B). Subsequent to
verification of PTSD-like impairment of fear memory in CORT-in-
jected mice, we found that LTD could not be triggered in the
dorsal ITCofCORT-treatedmice, regardless of fear conditioning,
whereas LTD was readily induced in vehicle-treated mice (Fig-
ures 7C and S7A). Interestingly, a glucocorticoid receptorNeuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 385
AD E
B C Figure 7. Impaired LTD at the Dorsal ITC of
the Animal Exhibiting PTSD-like Behavior
(A) Cue-induced freezing wasmeasured in vehicle-
or CORT-injected mice that had undergone either
cue or context conditioning (cue conditioning:
vehicle, 33.55% ± 5.02%, N = 6; CORT, 74.19% ±
6.23%, N = 7, **p < 0.01; context conditioning:
vehicle, 26.25%±4.01%, N = 10; CORT, 47.49%±
5.36%, N = 10, *p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test).
(B) Context-induced freezing was measured in
vehicle- or CORT-injected mice that had under-
gone either cue or context conditioning (cue con-
ditioning: vehicle, 15.43% ± 4.74%, N = 6; CORT,
35.94% ± 3.19%, N = 8, *p < 0.05; context con-
ditioning: vehicle, 36.31% ± 7.41%, N = 10; CORT,
53.81% ± 7.84%, N = 10, p > 0.05, Mann-Whitney
U test).
(C) In CORT-injected animals, STDP stimulation
failed to induce LTD, but resulted in modest LTP
at the dorsal ITC, after weak fear conditioning
(vehicle, 73.46% ± 6.55%, N = 5, n = 4, p < 0.001;
CORT, 126.06% ± 10.91%, N = 6, n = 5, p < 0.05,
Wilcoxon test). Inserts: representative traces with
color-matched time points. The application of
STDP protocol is denoted with a vertical black
arrow.
(D) Cue-conditioned Dlx5/6-Cre (+) mice that had
received rAAV2-cKD-eYFP-shD4R bilaterally in
the regions centered around the dorsal ITC areas exhibited higher freezing levels when subjected to the context, compared with freezing behavior exhibited by
control Dlx5/6-Cre () mice (Dlx5/6-Cre (), 14.92% ± 2.68%, N = 7; Dlx5/6-Cre (+), 25.17% ± 3.77%, N = 6, *p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test).
(E) Input-output curves of disynaptic IPSPs after the application of STDP protocol. Disynaptic IPSPs did not differ between CORT-injected and naive mice,
whereas they were significantly increased in the mice that had undergone only weak fear conditioning without CORT (naive, N = 8, n = 16; CORT + fear con-
ditioning, N = 7, n = 7; vehicle + fear conditioning, N = 7, n = 6, **p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis H test followed by Mann-Whitney U test).
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S7.antagonist RU38486blockedbothDA-LTD innaivemice andLTD
in mice that underwent weak fear conditioning (Figures S7B and
S7C). These results prompted us to speculate that D4R elicits
downstream signaling pathway(s) of glucocorticoid receptors.
Consistent with functional overlapping of CORT- and D4R-trig-
gered signaling, irrelevant context led to increased freezing levels
in Dlx5/6-Cre (+) mice in which D4R was depleted in the dorsal
ITC, compared with those in Dlx5/6-Cre () mice (Figure 7D).
To obtain mechanistic insights into the LTD impairment, we con-
structed the input-output curvesof evokeddisynaptic IPSPs. The
disynaptic IPSPs in CORT-treated mice were not altered after
weak fear conditioning, whereas those in vehicle-treated mice
significantly increased (Figure 7E). Thus, the LTD deficit in
CORT-treatedmice appears to result from the impaired augmen-
tation of inhibitory inputs to the dorsal ITC neurons. Altogether,
these data suggest that abnormality in D4R-mediated signaling
and/or defective synaptic plasticity of the amygdala inhibitory cir-
cuit contribute(s) to PTSD-like memory impairment.
DISCUSSION
We here provide evidence that the amygdala inhibitory pathway
undergoes synaptic plasticity, which, in turn, modulates the
expressionof fearmemory. These resultsarebasedonamultidis-
ciplinary approach involving electrophysiological and behavioral
experiments using pharmacological, genetic, and optogenetic
manipulations. Althoughwe are confident that our electrophysio-386 Neuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.logical analyses were specific for the LA-dorsal ITC synapses,
given the small size of the dorsal ITC, it is possible that our phar-
macological and optogenetic manipulations of D4Rmight not be
completely selective for the dorsal ITC neurons and thereby
wouldhaveaffectedneighboring regions.Nevertheless,our com-
bined electrophysiological and behavioral data support the idea
that the synaptic modulation in the amygdala inhibitory circuit
centered on the dorsal ITC is one of underlying mechanisms
that deter less-salient experience from entering long-term mem-
ory storage, and its deficit could potentially contribute to fear-
related psychiatric diseases such as PTSD.
DA-Dependent Synaptic Plasticity at the Dorsal ITC
upon Exposure to Less-Salient Experience
It has been long believed that less- or non-salient experience
cannot initiate the signaling cascade sufficiently to induce syn-
aptic plasticity in the relevant circuits of the amygdala (Rogerson
et al., 2014). Contrary to this notion, we found that LTD was
induced in the LA-dorsal ITC pathway by electrical or optoge-
netic STDP stimulation after weak fear conditioning that had nor-
mally caused negligible fear responses in the subsequent test
days. Importantly, LTD induced at excitatory synapses resulted
from augmented GABAergic inputs impinging onto the dorsal
ITC neurons. The physiological relevance of this synaptic plas-
ticity induced by specific behavioral manipulation and STDP
could be recapitulated by DA-LTD, considering that STDP was
causally modulated by the levels of DA (Figure S3F).
While DA is generally recognized for its importance in reward
learning, motivation, and attention (Schultz, 2002), DA also has
emerged as a neuromodulator for fear-related learning (Fadok
et al., 2009; Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010). For instance, stressful
events increase the activity of dopaminergic neurons leading to
enhanced release of DA, which in turn could mediate behavioral
adaptation to the outcome-predicting cues (Ventura et al., 2007).
It has been proposed that the saliency of aversive experience
would correlatively set DA concentrations (Wang and Tsien,
2011). If this were the case for fear memory, weak fear condition-
ing would increase the concentration of DA to an appropriate
level that would allow for the induction of LTD, whereas strong
fear conditioning would not. Thus, this heterosynaptic LTD could
be a cellular mechanism whereby less-salient experience is pre-
vented from being stored as long-term memory.
Although it remains unclearwhyLTDcould not be inducedafter
strong fear conditioning, the different binding affinities of each
subtype of DA receptorsmight account for this interesting obser-
vation. D4R has been known to have a higher binding affinity to
DA than D1R (Sunahara et al., 1991; Van Tol et al., 1991). Activa-
tion of D1R can result in reduction of inhibitory outputs from ITC
neurons (Marowsky et al., 2005). Accordingly, the amount of DA
released by weak fear conditioning could activate D4R only, but
strong fear conditioning would raise the DA level high enough
to activateD1Radditionally, leading to reversal of LTDbynormal-
izing GABA release. Indeed, we found that a D1/5R antagonist,
SCH-23390, rescued LTD after strong fear conditioning (Fig-
ure S4E). These data suggest that, at least in part, D1R activity
can abrogate LTD upon exposure to salient experience, although
we could not exclude possible involvement of other cellular
mechanisms such as differential expression level or trafficking
of each DA receptor in response to given experience. However,
because in vivo DA levels and individual DA receptors have not
been measured and carefully assessed, respectively, at the
amygdala or the dorsal ITC following specific fear conditioning,
these possibilities should be clarified with subsequent studies.
D4R-Mediated Regulation of Inhibitory Circuits of the
Amygdala
In contrast to the classical views for inhibitory roles of D2-like re-
ceptors (Missale et al., 1998; Neves et al., 2002), activation of D4R
enriched at presynaptic terminals causes, paradoxically, an in-
crease in GABA release. However, the DA-induced increase in
GABA release was also observed in the previous reports that
D2-like receptors affect excitability of cortical pyramidal neurons
through regulation of the local interneurons (TsengandO’Donnell,
2004, 2007; Zhong and Yan, 2014).We have extensively corrobo-
rated the presynaptic attributes of D4R for LTD with superresolu-
tion and electron microscopy as well as with paired-recordings
following selective blockade of G protein signaling. These data
clearly indicate that presynaptic D4R in the dorsal ITC neurons
plays a major role in controlling the expression of fear memory.
However, we also observed a significant amount of D4R present
in the postsynaptic sites of the dorsal ITC neurons and in the
neighboring amygdala regions such as the basal nucleus of the
amygdala and CeA. Although the physiological roles of D4R in
those areas remain unclear, it may well be involved in trafficking
of AMPARs (Yuen and Yan, 2009) or regulation of NMDARs (Mar-tina and Bergeron, 2008). It is unlikely, however, that D4R partic-
ipates in the induction of DA-LTD that we have observed.
Although it was recently reported that sensory inputs to the
dorsal ITC undergo fear-learning-related changes in a presynap-
tic GABAB receptor-dependent manner (Asede et al., 2015), DA-
LTD in the LA-dorsal ITC pathway was not affected by the
blockade of GABAB receptors (Figure S4I), suggesting that
GABA can exert shunting effects on excitatory transmission
mainly via GABAA receptors (Nishiyama et al., 2010; Talathi
et al., 2010). Interestingly, in our study, thedorsal ITCneuronsdis-
played slightlymore hyperpolarized RMPs, compared to those of
the previous report (Marowsky et al., 2005), whichmight account
for the negligible levels of DA-triggered andK+-induced hyperpo-
larization, because RMPs that we have observed are close to the
K+ equilibrium potential (Geracitano et al., 2007). Nevertheless,
DA-LTD in the dorsal ITC is independent of alteration in intrinsic
membrane properties but relies on GABAA receptor activity.
Medially localized ITCs including the dorsal and ventral ITCs are
topographically polarized in a lateromedial direction and form an
inhibitory interface controlling the trafficking of synaptic signals
from the BLA to CeA (Royer et al., 1999; Palomares-Castillo
et al., 2012). Given the decreases in excitatory transmission and
concomitant increases in inhibitory transmission, our LTD data
suggest the existence of complex inhibitory-disinhibitory interac-
tions between dorsal ITC neurons. Moreover, mean firing rates
that remained unaltered by the application of weak fear condition-
ing (FigureS2) couldbeattributed tooccurrenceofheterogeneous
synaptic dynamics among the dorsal ITC neurons that have been
predicted to be critical for the computational role of the amygdala
in fear learning (Geracitano et al., 2007). Furthermore, the dorsal
ITC provides feed-forward inhibition to CeA, mainly to its lateral
sector, which in turn causes disinhibition of the medial sector of
the CeA (Royer et al., 1999; Pare and Duvarci, 2012; Duvarci and
Pare, 2014). Impairment or reversal of D4R-mediated LTD at the
dorsal ITCmight result in abnormal activation of themedial sector
of the CeA, which facilitates even less-salient information to elicit
fear-related behavior. D4R has previously been shown to modu-
late inhibitorycircuits andplaya role in learningand recall of salient
versus non-salient emotional information (Baimoukhametova
et al., 2004; Lauzon et al., 2009). Taken together, D4R-dependent
synaptic plasticity in the inhibitory circuit is one of critical regula-
tors for controlling the expression of fear memory, although
possible cellular heterogeneity and output preference of ITC neu-
rons also can participate in adjustment of individual pathways.
Relevance of LTD at the Dorsal ITC to PTSD
Although the cellular andmolecular mechanisms leading to PTSD
are just beginning to be explored, PTSD is thought to be due to
dysfunction in the suppression of fear to non-relevant cues or
extinction of learned fear (Layton and Krikorian, 2002; Myers and
Davis, 2007).Glucocorticoids releasedby the adrenal glands facil-
itate and enhance formation and maintenance of the stress-
related memory, which would contribute to occurrence and pro-
gression of PTSD (van Zuiden et al., 2012; Labonte´ et al., 2014).
Indeed, the animals that received CORT displayed PTSD-like
memory impairment as previously demonstrated (Kaouane et al.,
2012). The lack of LTD at the dorsal ITC of CORT-injected mice
supports the idea that synaptic plasticity in the dorsal ITC circuitNeuron 88, 378–389, October 21, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 387
servesadiscriminative role that suppresses theexpressionof irrel-
evantly excessive and overgeneralized fear response to cues that
remind less-salient experience. Given that CORT both increased
the excitability of principal neurons and reduced the GABAA re-
ceptor-mediated IPSPs in the amygdala (Duvarci and Pare´,
2007), CORT treatmentmight result in a decrease inGABA release
from the dorsal ITC neurons as well, which affects LTD in their
downstream ITC neurons. This leads us to suggest that maladap-
tation of GABAergic signaling and the resultant LTD impairment at
the dorsal ITC would contribute, at least in part, to endopheno-
types of PTSD such as heightened fear responses.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full experimental procedures.
Subjects and Surgery
Male 8- to 10-week-oldmicewere used. All procedures for animal experiments
were approved by the ethical review committee of POSTECHand performed in
accordance with the relevant guidelines. For AAV infection, viral solution was
infused into each hemisphere in coordinates targeting the LA, mPFC, or dorsal
ITC. For drug infusion, cannulae were implanted bilaterally, targeting the dorsal
ITC. Optic fiber was implanted to target above the dorsal ITC areas for in vivo
optogenetic manipulation.
Behavioral Tests
For fear conditioning, mice were conditioned with auditory tones that co-termi-
nated with electric foot shocks. The pairs of stimuli were presented with pseudo-
random inter-trial intervals. Recall of learned fearmemorywas tested by exposure
to theCSfor2min.FreezingbehaviorwasmeasuredduringthepresentationofCS.
Viral Vectors
rAAV5-CamKIIa-hChR2-eYFP and rAAV5-CamKIIa-eYFP were obtained from
Vector Core of University of North Carolina and used for optogenetic manipu-
lation. For conditional knockdown experiments, rAAV2 was designed and pro-
duced as previously described (Hommel et al., 2003).
Electrophysiology
Acute coronal slices were prepared from 8-week-old male mice. Using whole-
cell recording, STDP was induced by applying 80 pairs of presynaptic stimula-
tions and postsynaptic action potentials (Shin et al., 2006). In vivo spontaneous
firings from thedorsal ITCneuronsweremonitoredusing tungstenwiresafter the
dorsal ITC neurons were identified as previously described (Amir et al., 2011).
Statistics
Statistical tests, statistical significance, and the numbers animals used (N)
and/or experiments performed (n) are specified in the figure legends. All re-
ported values are mean ± SEM, and the statistical significance is indicated
with ‘‘n.s.’’ (non-significant) or asterisks.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2015.09.001.
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